
Where do you live? - Street name Where do you live? - Village, town or city

Hyde Heath Road Hyde Heath
Hyde Heath Road Hyde Heath, Amersham

The Green

Hyde Heath

Redlands, The Common

Amersham

White Hill

Chesham

Bullbaiters Lane

Hyde Heath

North Road

Chesham Bois

Saunders end

Hyde heath

Townsend road
Chesham



Village Road Little Missenden

Swan House chalk lane

Hyde Heath

Westfield

Hyde heath

Weedon Hill

Hyde Heath

Clifton road Amersham
Brays Close Hyde Heath
Meadow way Hyde heath

Hervines Road

Amersham

Nairdwood lane
Prestwood

Chessbury Road

Chesham

Hyde heath road
Hyde heath

Harvest bank Hyde heath

Macdonald close
Amersham

Weedon hill Hyde heath
Weedon hill Hyde heath



Redding Drive

Amersham

MacDonald Close Chesham Bois

Hyde Heath Road

Hyde Heath

Amy lane Chesham
Church Street Chesham

The Leys

Chesham Bois

Piggotts Orchard

Amersham

27 Westfield
Hyde Heath

Brays Lane

Hyde Heath

Bromley Lane Hyde heath
Bromley lane Hyde heath
Walnut way Hyde heath



Brays Lane

Hyde Heath

Chesham Road Hyde End
Brays Meadow Hyde Heath

46 Piggotts Orchard

Amersham

Brays meadow
Hyde heath

Brays meadow Hyde heath
Chalk Lane Hyde Heath

Brays Lane

Hyde Heath

Five Acres Chesham
Keepers lane Hyde Heath
5 Westfield, Hyde Heath Hyde Heath
Keepers Lane Hyde Heath

Bray's Lane
Hyde Heath

Weedon Hill

Hyde Heath

Westfield

Hyde Heath

Meadow way Hyde Heath

Chalk lane

Hyde Heath

Walnut Way

Hyde Heath

Westfield Hyde heath
Weedon hill Hyde heath



Brays Farm, Keepers Lane
Hyde Heath

Brays Lane Hyde Heath

Chalk Lane

Hyde Heath

Weedon Hill Hyde Heath
Walnut way Hyde heath
Saunders End Hyde Heath
Brays Meadow Hyde heath

Brays lane

Hyde heath

Westfield Hyde Heath

Brays Lane

Hyde Heath

Meadow way
Hyde heath

Delmeade Road

Chesham

Chessbury Road Chesham



Do you agree with the proposal to install a puffin crossing on
Weedon Hill, Hyde Heath? - Traffic-calming support
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If you have any other comments about the proposals, please
provide them here. - Traffic-prioritisation comment

There needs to be more consideration given to where parents
will park to drop off their children at the school.  It seems to me
that they currently park on the road opposite the school but
that this will no longer be allowed.
Could I also please point out that the entrance referred to as
‘the entrance of St Andrew Church’ is also the shared right of
way access for the property ‘Redlands’, as identified in terms
and conditions set out when land was obtained by compulsory
purchase for the extension of the adjacent school. Could you
please amend your communication going forward to include this
detail to avoid any confusion.
As a parent at the pre school I think this is extremely important
for the safety of the children at the school. Although I know it
will slightly impact parking, however I feel that is a small price to
pay for children's safety and parents peace of mind crossing a
very busy road twice a day.
I think this is a great plan, however, I am concerned that the
zigzag markings either side of the crossing may be too short:
Often at school pick up times the whole of Hyde Heath Road
around the school area is very busy with parked cars, and the
close proximity of these to the new crossing may make it hard
for drivers to see either the signals or people waiting at the
crossing, and people might have to judge whether the lights will
change from quite far away. If there is a longer zigzag area, cars
will be able to proceed around the parked cars safely into the
zigzag area with enough time to process activity at the new
crossing.

In more general terms, cars travelling at above the speed limit in
Hyde Heath (particularly where I live near the South Heath side
of the village, but still within the 30 mph restriction) is a
dangerous and problematic issue, not addressed by this new
crossing.I fully support this essential puffin crossing. My children attend
the school and it is unbelievable there isn’t a safe crossing to
access the school already in place.
This will benefit not only the school but the entire village.
Thanks,
Emma
It's desperately needed. Before someone is hurt.
That road is especially dangerous as more often than not cars
speed.
Please do something.
Fully support this proposal due to the vast amount of traffics
running through the village.



I think there should also be a speed camera, as vehicles travel at
high speed and I do not feel safe as an adult crossing - less so
when accompanied by my 4 year old.  The speed limit should be
reduced to 20mph.
The safe crossing for children is incredibly important. Despite
the speed restrictions in place there are often cars flying past at
high speeds and it can be hair raising trying to cross with young
children.
As a parent and local resident, I strongly support the
introduction of a puffin crossing on Weedon Hill.  This is my 6th
year of walking a child to school along Weedon Hill and making
the crossing.  It can be very dangerous at times with lack of
visibility and parked cars and I strongly believe a puffin crossing
will make this so much safer for everyone

The road can be incredibly dangerous to cross with children in
the morning due to the restricted visability from parked cars
and the speed at which the traffic drives through the village. Ths
crossing woud allow not only he children to cross safely, but
everyone who lives in the village and would act to slow traffic to
a safer speed.
This crossing will make a huge difference to ensure the children
are safe getting to school.
With two young children at Hyde Heath school and pre-school, a
crossing would make the area much safer. It’s a busy road and
also the addition of the large vehicles going in and out of the
track by the school  often make it a difficult crossing at school
pick up and drop off times.
It’s such a fast road that this is more than needed to keep the
children safe

So important for the safety of our grandchildren when crossing
to go to school. Such a dangerous road



My child goes to the school, we need to drive there and park. I
understand it is congested but the way people park and drive is
so irresponsible when little children need to cross the road for
school and nursery.
Even though I know this would slow down my drive in I am 100
percent behind this. Currently children are crossing a busy road
in a very unsafe way. A child is going to be seriously hurt or
worse if this does not happen. I have witnessed several near
misses including one which was so close it upset my children for
months.
Please implement this, please do not wait for a serious accident
to occur before putting this is place.

Living on the same road as the school I am aware of how
dangerous crossing the road is as cars go extremely fast past the
school.

Absolutely ridiculously dangerous to have a school on a main
road without a crossing- I can not believe one is not already in
place
My child attends Hyde Heath Infant School and it is very difficult
to cross the road safely.

The road is regularly used as a cut through and vehicles speed
through the village despite flashing beacons warning of the
school.

I believe that a puffin crossing is necessary as soon as possible,
before there is a very serious accident.
My son has been nearly killed on this road at the age of five. I
am delighted that the puffin crossing could be installed
This puffin crossing is essential for the village. Weedon Hill is a
straight road and it is a cut through from Amersham to
Chesham. People speed down the road at 50/60 miles ph. It is
dangerous.

In addition, many children at the school have had near misses.
They could have been killed.

The preschool has two start times. At 9am and at 12pm. When I
used to take my son at 12pm, it was almost impossible to cross
the road. The cars were speeding.

This puffin crossing is essential so no child can be killed by
speeding cars on Weedon Hill.



During school drop off and collection times it is a very
dangerous stretch of road where there have been a number of
near misses. This would a huge positive for the village and will
slow traffic along a straight and dangerous stretch of road. It will
hopefully also slow Cara passing the common, playground and
pub as well. I fully support this application
This is so necessary outside the school and pre-school.

A puffin crossing will make a huge difference to the safety of the
children at Hyde Heath Infant school. Cars regularly use this
road as a cut through and speed through. I believe it will help
calm traffic for residents and for school children.
It is so important to ensure the safety of families and children
crossing to school around parked cars etc.

Yes please. Long overdue in my opinion.
We also should have some street lights/ lamps and speed
bumps as some drive like maniacs and scary very fast on
Weedon Lane and on Brays Lane in Hyde Heath.

100% needed for the safety of the children.
Long overdue, so many kids crossing that road and the traffic
runs through the village straight after a 60 zone
It would make such a huge difference to the safety of crossing
the road. People unfortunately speed along there and park
inappropriately making it so dangerous.

I would also suggest adding some more white lines across
driveways further up Weedon Hill, enabling people to enter and
exit their driveways more safely with the school cars parked
along the road.
I've had two kids go through the school and one going soon. I've
still not forgotten the time a car stopped to let us cross only for
another car to overtake it and nearly run my daughter over.
Please go ahead with this scheme.

Would provide security for parents knowing they are safe to
cross the road to pick up their child.  Having been a child at the
school, there have been many near misses. A crossing would be
brilliant
I have witnessed near misses on this road as children and their
families are crossing to get to school. I fully support a puffin
crossing on Weedon Hill.
The sooner the better



It's long overdue and desperately needed to protect the
children crossing to the school.
Traffic calming would also be beneficial
Other measures to slow the traffic coming through the village.
Sleeping policemen, speed cameras etc.

It feels very dangerous at that point, with the playground
opposite the kids just want to run.

Hi I would highly recommend it… It’s not safe for children or
pedestrians to cross over the road and I would be more than
happy for this to happen for safety of our children and
pedestrian

I feel it absolutely necessary for this area to have better safety
measures in place for our children. A puffin crossing would be
an ideal solution.
I think this is a great idea to ensure the children are kept safe.
The road is getting busier and this is desperately needed.
I would like to see the proposed plans to also include double
yellow lines at the junction by the village hall and shop. People
regularly park there during the school run which causes an
increased risk of accidents whilst crossing the road. In many
instances cars park on the pavement forcing children into the
road to turn right towards the school, a manoeuvre which has
caused many near accidents. I believe the implementation of
double yellow lines holds equal merit to the introduction of the
proposed puffin crossing.Excellent news that this new crossing is planned. It has long
been a point of great concern at drop-off and pick-up time for
Hyde Heath: cars and lorries speeding down this road with many
small children around. Thank you for sorting out this new
crossing, it will make it much much safer for all the children at
Hyde Heath.


